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About ICHCA – International Cargo Handling Coordination Association
The International Cargo Handling Coordination Association (ICHCA) is an international, independent, notfor-profit organisation dedicated to improving the safety, security, sustainability, productivity and efficiency
of cargo handling and goods movement by all modes and through all phases of national and international
supply chains. ICHCA International’s privileged non-government organisation (NGO) status enables it to
represent its members, and the cargo handling industry at large, in front of national and international
agencies and regulatory bodies. Its Expert Panel provides best practice advice and publications on a wide
range of practical cargo handling issues.
ICHCA Australia Ltd is proud to be part of the ICHCA International Ltd global network. To access past
newsletters and other useful information go to the ICHCA Australia website at www.ichca-australia.com .
We also have an ICHCA international website at www.ichca.com
To join ICHCA please contact Peter van Duyn, Company Secretary of ICHCA Australia Ltd on peter.vanduyn@ichca.com or telephone 0419 370 332.
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Celebrate ICHCA's 65th Anniversary
Join us in Las Palmas in October 2017 to mark 65 years of ICHCA International working to improve the
safety, efficiency and sustainability of the cargo handling industry worldwide. Our special Anniversary Event
is kindly hosted by the Port of Las Palmas, Gran Canaria, Spain, a thriving and diverse centre for cargo,
cruise, fishing, ship supply and offshore services, a key hub for African international trade, and home to
ICHCA’s Canaries and Africa Region Chapter (CARC). The Conference will be looking towards the future of
cargo handling through 5 key sessions on how to make the global cargo chain SAFE, SUSTAINABLE, SECURE,
SMART and SKILLED. ICHCA's flagship event promises to bring together the big names in cargo handling to
discuss the best ways to improve as an industry.
At a time of great change for world trade, shipping, port and land transport operations, including
exponential developments in digital and automation technologies, ICHCA’s 65th Anniversary Event is a
chance to reflect on the journey so far and look ahead to the future. How can all the supply chain
stakeholders come together to deliver safer, more efficient and sustainable cargo handling from first to last
mile? How can best practice be disseminated and implemented on a truly global scale? And what role can
innovative technology play in addressing current and future challenges?
These are just some of the big issues to be explored in a high-level 2-day conference on 3-4 October,
focused on continuous improvement and information sharing in safety in cargo handling and operational
efficiency around the globe. The conference will be complemented by an exhibition of products and
services, plus plenty of formal and informal networking opportunities.
An Official 65th Anniversary Reception & Awards Evening will see the winners of prestigious Awards
announced, including ICHCA’s 2nd TT Club Innovation in Safety Award, the Annual Las Palmas Port Awards
and special ICHCA John Strang A.O. Memorial Award for a significant contribution to the cargo handling
industry. The Conference & Exhibition will be followed by the 78th meeting of ICHCA’s ISP Technical Panel
and annual CARC meeting on 5-6 October.
ICHCA looks forward to welcoming you to Las Palmas for a week of intensive information exchange and
networking with our expert panel of speakers and fellow industry and regulatory professionals from across
the globe.




Find out more about speaking opportunities
Talk to us about sponsorship and exhibition options
Book your place to attend

ICHCA members qualify for special conference rates – find out more about the benefits of membership

Register
Book now & save 25%

(Ends 31 May)

Member

€799 €599
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Premium Member

€699 €524

Associate Member

€899 €674

Non Member

€999 €749

Share

Premium members
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Sponsorship opportunities
Conference programme

Awards

Venues and travel

ISP meeting agenda
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www.ichca.com
NEWS RELEASE

ICHCA invites submissions for
“2nd TT Club Innovation in Safety” Award
ICHCA International has opened the 2nd TT Club Innovation in Safety Award and invites
submissions from anyone involved in cargo logistics who can show a demonstrable improvement
to safety.
12.04.2017 – ICHCA International, the global cargo handling NGO association, has opened the 2nd TT
Club Innovation in Safety Award which aims to highlight the importance of safety at a time of increased
operational demands on cargo handling infrastructure and operations worldwide. The goal of the Award
is equally to champion and celebrate the many companies and individuals around the world who are
100% dedicated to ‘making it safe’ every day, and to acknowledge and foster innovation to improve
safety in cargo operations and logistics.
The inaugural Award was won last year by APMT Buenos Aires for its mobile port equipment ‘Safety
Logging System’. This innovation produced measurable proven results in incident reduction and
behavioural responses from the workforce. Entries for the 2016 award were numerous and varied, and
the judges were pleased also to award a ‘Highly Commended’ prize to Andrew Ryan, as nominated by
Asciano in Australia, for the simple concept of the ‘Ryan Key’. This tool enables semi-automatic twist
locks that have partially failed or been incorrectly installed to be ‘locked’ open, eliminating the need for
operatives to remain in the danger zone to hold them whilst the container is discharged. The full report
from the 2016 Award, including details of all entries submitted, has recently been published and is
available to download for free here.
Both ICHCA International and TT Club have a fundamental commitment to risk reduction throughout the
supply chain and, in particular, to safety within cargo handling operations. Promoting such safety advice
is paramount to the philosophy of the two organisations and the Award reflects this commitment.
In announcing the opening of the Award entry process for 2017, TT Club Risk Management Director
Peregrine Storrs-Fox said, “TT Club has always emphasised the critical nature of loss prevention in its
role as a primary supplier of liability and property insurance to those in the supply chain industry. As
such, we remain dedicated to encouraging safety awareness and applaud ICHCA’s initiative in offering
this prestigious award. TT Club has worked closely with ICHCA for a number of years, producing safety
advisory documents and urging sound operational practice wherever and whenever possible. We look
forward to celebrating the wealth of safety innovation that will once more be encouraged by this Award.”
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The Award is open to anyone - an individual, team or company – involved in cargo logistics. Entrants
are required to show that a product, idea, solution, process, scheme or other innovation has resulted in
a demonstrable improvement to safety.
The deadline for entries is Thursday 29 June 2017 and full details of the entry process and judging
criteria can be found here.
The 2017 award ceremony takes place on Tuesday 3 October at the Hotel Santa Catalina in Las
Palmas after day 1 of ICHCA International’s 65th Anniversary Conference and is a principal part of the
evening's awards programme. The anniversary conference will be looking towards the future of cargo
handling through 5 key sessions on how to make the global cargo chain SAFE, SUSTAINABLE,
SECURE, SMART and SKILLED.
ICHCA's flagship event promises to bring together the big names in cargo handling to discuss the best
ways to improve as an industry. Tickets are reduced by 25% for those who book before 31 May here.
ENDS

NOTES TO EDITORS:
About ICHCA International
Established in 1952, ICHCA International is an independent, not-for-profit organisation dedicated to
improving the safety, productivity and efficiency of cargo handling and movement worldwide. ICHCA’s
privileged NGO status enables it to represent its members, and the cargo handling industry at large, in front
of national and international agencies and regulatory bodies, while its ISP Technical Panel provides best
practice advice and develops publications on a wide range of practical cargo handling issues.
Operating through a series of national and regional chapters – including ICHCA Australia, ICHCA Japan and
ICHCA Canarias/Africa (CARC) – plus Correspondence and Working Groups, ICHCA provides a focal point
for informing, educating, lobbying and networking to improve knowledge and best practice across the cargo
handling chain.
www.ichca.com | www.ichca-australia.com
Follow us on Twitter @ICHCA2
Follow us on LinkedIn www.linkedin.com/company/ichca-international

About TT Club
TT Club is the international transport and logistics industry's leading provider of insurance and related risk
management services. Established in 1968, the Club's membership comprises ship operators, ports and
terminals, road, rail and airfreight operators, logistics companies and container lessors. As a mutual insurer,
the Club exists to provide its policyholders with benefits, which include specialist underwriting expertise, a
world-wide office network providing claims management services, and first class risk management and loss
prevention advice.
TT Club is managed by Thomas Miller.
www.ttclub.com
MEDIA CONTACTS:
ICHCA
Holly Thompson
Communications Officer
Tel: +44 (0)20 3327 7560
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Email: holly.thompson@ichca.com
TT Club Media
Peter Owen
Portcare International
Tel: +44 (0)1737 248300
E-mail: info@portcare.com

Download the 2016
report

Submit your
entry

New Director for ICHCA Australia Board
At the recent AGM of ICHCA Australia in Brisbane, Adem Long, was unanimously elected as a director to the
Board. Adem is currently employed as Logistics Manager at NSW Ports based in Sydney. ICHCA Chairman,
John Warda, welcomed Adem to the board and is looking forward to Adem’s input and expertise in raising
the profile of ICHCA Australia as the premier NGO representing cargo handling interests in Australia and
globally.
A brief overview of Adem’s career is below:

Adem Long
Adem Long is the Logistics Manager at NSW Ports, overseeing all logistics operations across Port Botany,
Port Kembla and the intermodal terminals at Cooks River and Enfield.
He has over 20 years’ experience in the transport and logistics sector working in various roles with TNT,
P&O Ports and Toll Global Logistics. He started with NSW Ports at its inception in June 2013, from his prior
role at Sydney Ports Corporation.
Adem is the Australian industry representative to APMEN, the Model E-Port Network group working under
APEC as well as one of its Expert Panel members; a member of the Australian Logistics Councils’
Infrastructure Committee and Chair of the Port Botany Cargo Facilitation Committee.
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Adem has an MBA together with an Associate Diploma in Logistics Management.

John Warda New Sugar
Terminals Limited CEO
Sugar Terminals Limited has appointed experienced operations and supply chain strategist and hands-on senior
executive, John Warda, to the role of CEO. Mr Warda is also Chairman of ICHCA Australia Limited.
The appointment is part of a suite of measures to strengthen STL’s management and governance capabilities ahead of
the start of the new terminal operating model in the Queensland sugar industry from 1 July 2017.
STL Chairman, Mark Gray, said Mr Warda was ideally placed to assume the role, given his extensive experience in
logistics and supply chain management and specific experience with the management and operation of bulk storage
terminals.
“John has a proven track record for being both strategic and operationally focussed in delivering effective solutions
for the storage and handling of bulk commodities. He understands the need to ensure open access for competing
users of port and storage infrastructure assets. He also appreciates the need to deliver excellent, cost-effective service
to customers, while maintaining assets for the long term benefit of industry. John’s national perspective, informed by
his international experience, will be valuable for STL in the coming months as we prepare to assume direct
responsibility for operation of our six bulk sugar terminals in Queensland,” he said.
Most recently, Mr Warda was the Global Supply Chain Director for leading Australian agribusiness Emerald Grain Pty
Ltd, responsible for developing the company’s supply chain assets in Australia and overseas. Before that, he was
Group General Manager – Supply Chain and Operations for Emerald Grain. He previously held senior executive roles
with global grain marketing and handling company Viterra Inc and ABB Grain Ltd, which was Australia’s largest listed
agribusiness until it was acquired by Viterra in 2009.
The Company’s current General Manager and Company Secretary, Peter Trimble, will continue in the role of Company
Secretary until the appointment of a full-time Financial Controller and Company Secretary. He will then move into an
advisory role.
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TT Talk: Europe Tightening the Screw?

The latest edition of TT Talk reports: Implementation of Directive (EU) 2015/719 on 7 May 2017 emphasises
the need for correct weight information in the freight supply chain and potentially clarifies apportionment
of liability.
In the interests of road safety, many jurisdictions set out certain rules in respect of weights and dimensions
with which heavy goods vehicles must comply. While there are general safety issues involved, these rules
also serve to avoid attritional damage to roads and infrastructure, such as bridges and tunnels.
Within the European Union, Directive 96/53/EC sets maximum dimensions and weights for international
traffic, thus also providing the mechanism to prevent certain Member states restricting the circulation of
vehicles which comply with the rules from performing international journeys within their respective
territories. The Directive also serves to balance competition where, for instance, a haulage operator only
performs transport operations domestically, with the intention that haulage operators from other Member
states that may be performing a local transport movement benefit from a level playing field.
The Directive 96/53/EC performs an important role in the road haulage industry, improving the
functionality of the market in Europe and in doing so ensuring the free movement of goods through the
region. However, improvements in technology and the need to ensure compliance with national and
international gross vehicle mass have prompted amendment, in the form of Directive 2015/719.
Following close on the heels of the SOLAS amendments in relation to verified gross mass of packed
containers (VGM), which came into force 1 July 2016, Directive (EU) 2015/719 enters force on 7 May 2017.
Within this Directive, amendments are introduced concerning the transport of containers and swap bodies,
including the provision of a statement of weight.
The purpose of this amendment is primarily to provide the road haulier assurance that the weight of
container or swap body, when loaded on a road vehicle, does not cause the gross vehicle mass to exceed
the maximum legally permissible weight of the vehicle combination. It also serves to clarify each party’s
legal responsibilities in the event of a roadside inspection which concludes that a vehicle does exceed the
maximum legally permissible weight.
Under the amendment the shipper has to provide a statement of weight to the haulier. However,
compliance with Directive (EU) 2015/719 differs from the existing requirement under the SOLAS regulations
to provide a Verified Gross Mass for the container. In particular, there is no requirement under Directive
(EU) 2015/719 for an independently verified weight to be established through a certified and calibrated
weighing of the container or swap body.
In practice, the shipper is free to decide what format the statement of weight should take. Therefore,
operationally, there should be no new standard form or document or additional process to be introduced.
It is understood that existing business and contractual information will be deemed sufficient provided that
it includes the weight of the load.
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TT Talk: Tools of the Container Trade

There continue to be improvements in efficiency and simplification arising from the SOLAS VGM
requirements. Aggregating some of these with initiatives in other aspects of the supply chain could deliver
an exponential advance in safety.
The onset of the requirement to obtain and communicate verified gross mass (VGM) for all packed
containers carried by sea has necessarily spawned numerous good ideas, whether process improvements
or physical kit. TT Club has sought to reflect some of these within its dedicated micro-site, without seeking
either to endorse any of the solution providers or, indeed, to be comprehensive.
Many of the providers listed are, quite reasonably, seeking to supply equipment or services that are
compliant with the national and international requirements for VGM in relation to weight alone. Some
have broader application, such as the awareness e-learning compiled by Exis Technologies that links
through to the more extensive work in relation to the safe handling and packing of CTUs, in compliance
with the CTU Code.
Others, while primarily focused on the capture and communication of mass information, have additional
safety or operational efficiency benefits, such as the providers of twistlock load sensing technologies. These
can not only also identify eccentric packing of cargo, but also other matters such as equipment life-cycle
monitoring.
Another interesting development has been the launch in July 2016 of the BoxTech Technical Characteristics
Database by Bureau International des Containers (BIC). It is reported that the database now holds the
details of some three million containers and is accessed by over 700 shipper users. It may be expected that
these numbers will continue to grow rapidly, with at least 120 container owners/operators now engaged in
loading unit information.
The BoxTech database was launched with support from shippers, carriers, leasing companies and container
owners following the introduction of new SOLAS mandatory requirements in relation to VGM. There is no
charge for ocean carriers and container leasing companies to upload fleet details to the database. This
development represents a significant coming-together of the industry on a project aimed at improving
safety, while at the same time helping everyone in the supply chain operate more efficiently. With the
more efficient and timely sharing of data that is required for safety purpose, the offering is compelling.
The database specifically supports ‘Method 2’ shippers in identifying the tare mass of specific container
units. Such a shipper needs to obtain the tare mass in order to sum the mass of cargo, dunnaging and
securing materials to reach the VGM value in accordance with the SOLAS requirements. A single on-line
source obviates the need to interrogate multiple shipping line sites or reliance on manual processes to
record what is etched on the container itself. However, in addition to those benefitting from automated
access to tare mass for SOLAS VGM declarations, many users are also signing-up for easy access to
container size and type, and other technical characteristics.
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Cargo Handling Voice
Focused on safety, security, sustainability and
efficiency in cargo handling and transport around
the world, Cargo Handling Voice is a free monthly
news digest from ICHCA International.
Featuring curated content ranging from
regulations, compliance and best practice, to risk
and incident reports, and innovative approaches
and technologies, the aim of Cargo Handling Voice
is to contribute to the knowledge pool within the
cargo handling community.
To
subscribe,
send
an
email
to
holly.thompson@ichca.com with subject line
CHV subscribe.
Read the March
edition

Join The ISP Panel
Known for many years as the International Safety
Panel, ICHCA’s ISP Technical Panel represents a
formidable body of expertise in cargo handling
safety, legislation and operational best practice.
The Panel convenes twice a year to discuss key
industry challenges, share information and agree
initiatives and positions on a wide range of safety,
operational and regulatory issues.
The ISP Panel plays a crucial role in ICHCA’s NGO
liaison and lobbying work at IMO, ILO and other
regulatory bodies, in co-ordination with ICHCA’s
Technical Advisor.
Members of the ISP Panel contribute their
expertise by authoring publications and guidelines
for the benefit of the ICHCA membership and
broader cargo handling community.
If you would like to be considered for
membership of the ISP Technical Panel, please get
in touch: secretariat@ichca.com
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Report on ICHCA Australia’s board meeting and AGM
On the 5th of April ICHCA Australia Ltd (IAL) held their bi-annual board meeting and Annual General
Meeting at the offices of North Queensland Bulk Ports in Brisbane.
The directors discussed how IAL can remain relevant as the premier NGO representing the cargo handling
industry in Australia. IAL is a chapter of ICHCA International (IIL) based in the UK which has a global voice in
the cargo handling industry and has a technical panel with eminent experts and which provides regular
updates on cargo handling issues globally. IAL and IIL also publish a monthly digest called ‘Cargo Voice’.
IAL’s financial position, whilst in good shape, is largely supported by membership fees and funds raised by
organising networking luncheons, seminars and conferences. The intent is to hold these regular functions in
all East Coast States. Our network in WA, TAS and the NT is limited, hence it is more difficult to organise
these events. Several directors will meet with a number of senior government officers of relevant
departments such as AMSA, Dept. of Infrastructure and Regional Development, Dept. of Immigration and
Border Protection and Dept. of Agriculture and Water Resources in Canberra later in the year to ensure our
voice as the premier NGO for the cargo handling industry in Australia is heard.
A new board member has joined the board. Adem Long, Logistics Manager at NSW Ports based in Sydney,
has been appointed as a board member at the recent AGM. Marcus John, who runs Thomas Miller’s Sydney
office, and who was an alternative director for Laurence Jones, has now become a director with Laurence
as an alternative. All the other serving directors were re-elected unopposed with John Warda continuing in
his role as Chairman. A small change was made to the IAL Constitution and this was ratified at the AGM.
Board members voiced their appreciation to all members and associated supporters for their continued
support of IAL. The next board meeting will be held later this year in Sydney.
In October this year ICHCA International will be holding its 65th Anniversary Conference in Las Palmas
followed by a meeting of ICHCA Technical Panel. Moves are afoot to hold an ICHCA Australia International
Conference in Australia in the second half of 2018. More information will be made available in due course.

Call For Submissions:
ICHCA 2017 Safety
Awards
ICHCA has opened the 2nd TT Club Innovation in Safety
Award which aims to highlight the importance of safety at a
time of increased operational demands on cargo handling
infrastructure and operations worldwide. The goal of the
Award is equally to champion and celebrate the many
companies and individuals around the world who are 100%
dedicated to ‘making it safe’ every day, and to acknowledge
and foster innovation to improve safety in cargo operations
and logistics.
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Open to anyone - an individual, team or company –
involved in cargo logistics, award entrants are required to
show that a product, idea, solution, process, scheme or
other innovation has resulted in a demonstrable
improvement to safety. More information
The inaugural Award was won last year by APMT Buenos
Aires for its mobile port equipment ‘Safety Logging System’.
This innovation produced measurable proven results in
incident reduction and behavioural responses from the
workforce. Entries for the 2016 award were numerous and
varied and the full report from the 2016 award is
now available to download for free here.

Download the 2016
report
Submit your
entry

First London – China Direct Freight Train a Reality

Well-wishers mark the departure of the first cargo train full of British exports being shipped directly to China, at the London
Gateway terminal in Essex.
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The China Daily reports that the first London-China direct freight train has made a successful initial
journey.
The report said Britain hopes to provide services across a range of sectors to aid expansion of the Chinese
project.
This year, the United Kingdom became the westernmost point in the Belt and Road Initiative's sprawling
land-transportation network when a freight train crossed the deserts and mountains of Eurasia on the
12,400 km journey from Yiwu, Zhejiang province, on China's eastern coast, to Barking Station in London.
The Chine Daily says the UK has been a strong advocate of President Xi Jinping's signature international
development and infrastructure plan since 2013, when the Silk Road Economic Belt and the 21st Century
Maritime Silk Road, known together as the Belt and Road Initiative, were proposed.
The report said: British companies have worked on dozens of Chinese development projects along the
initiative's proposed routes. The UK's most visible endorsement of the plan came in 2015, when it joined
the China-led Asia Infrastructure Investment Bank. In February, Chinese government sources told news
outlets that China had invited British Prime Minister Theresa May to its major Belt and Road summit in
Beijing in May.
In March, Liu Xiaoming, the ambassador to the UK, said China views Britain as "a country of global
influence" and an important partner for the initiative.
James Sassoon, chairman of the China-Britain Business Council and a member of the British House of Lords,
said this view, coupled with the UK's already active involvement, places the nation in prime position to
expand its contribution to the initiative beyond the provision of legal and financial services.
British companies active in Belt and Road nations include BP, Arup, Atkins and Mott Macdonald in the
energy and infrastructure sectors, HSBC and Standard Chartered in banking and financial services, and
KPMG, PWC and Pinsent Masons in professional and legal services.
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Ports Australia Announces New CEO
Following an extensive nationwide recruitment process, Ports Australia has announced the appointment of
the Michael Gallacher as the new CEO.
Ports Australia Chairman, Vincent Tremaine, said the selection process was rigorous and drew applicants
from a wide variety of backgrounds. “Mr Gallacher's long standing interest and understanding of ports and
shipping related issues, together with his widely acknowledged advocacy and policy development skills
were instrumental in his successful application.
“His relationship with our industry developed with his appointment as Shadow Minister for Ports following
the 2003 NSW State election and from that time he has been the strongest advocate for the future growth
and advancement of our industry,” Mr Tremaine said.
“Through his career, Michael has progressed into other areas of political responsibility, such as Industrial
Relations, Police and Emergency Services and yet he has always maintained an interest and a preparedness
to understand the challenges and opportunities affecting ports across the nation.
“Michael's list of achievements as a Minister highlights his ability to prosecute the need for policy change
and then personally drive the negotiation and public debate process to achieve the required outcome. He
has a proven track record of working with his Federal and State political counterparts across the political
spectrum to achieve nationwide outcomes,” Mr Tremaine said.
He said, “There is no doubt that Michael will build on the outstanding leadership and direction set by our
former CEO David Anderson to drive the public profile of Ports Australia and to strongly advocate on the
issues affecting the efficiency and development of our nation's shipping gateways”.
He added, “Ports Australia would also like to sincerely thank David Anderson for remaining in his position in
a part-time capacity during this transition period. We appreciate his 10 years of exemplary service as Ports
Australia’s CEO and we wish him all the best for his future endeavours”.
Mr Gallacher started at Ports Australia on 18 April.

New $35m Queensland Trade Strategy
Taps Into International Markets
Queensland Treasurer and Minister for Trade and Investment, Curtis Pitt, has unveiled a new trade and
investment strategy to drive local jobs and help Queensland exporters tap into expanding international
markets. Advancing Trade and Investment – Queensland Trade and Investment Strategy 2017-2022
allocates $35 million over the next five years to deliver 22 new initiatives to boost exports, attract jobcreating investment and strengthen Queensland’s regions.
Mr Pitt said the strategy responded to shifting priorities in global markets to make sure Queensland
remained internationally competitive. “The world economy is changing, with megatrends like the rise of
Asia, a growing global middle class and digital disruption all affecting our local economy,” he said.
“We need to build and innovate in traditional industries like mining, agriculture, tourism and education and
expand up-and-coming sectors like renewables, biofutures and aerospace and advanced manufacturing. To
achieve this, we’ve committed to fund a range of initiatives, including export and e-commerce training for
business, more international showcases and trade missions and expanded overseas trade offices.
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“We have always been a trading state and we are setting export records including the $53.7 billion in
exports recorded in 2016 — more than $1 billion a month — and one in five jobs in our state relies on our
export performance.”
Mr Pitt said that the strategy aimed to increase Queensland’s share of national overseas exports to 22%
and boost the number of Queensland Government-assisted investment outcomes by 20% by 2022.
It can be downloaded at www.tiq.qld.gov.au/ti-strategy
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ICHCA Contacts
ICHCA Australia Chairman:
John Warda
Mobile: 0417 875 113
Email: jpwarda@bigpond.com

National Secretary:
Peter van Duyn
Deakin University
Level 8 BC (Burwood Corporate) Building
221 Burwood Highway, Burwood, Victoria
3125, Australia
+61 3 92468383 (ext 95809)
+61 (0) 419 370 332
E-mail peter.vanduijn@deakin.edu.au

State Co-ordinators
New South Wales:
John Ingster
Strang International Pty. Ltd.
Suite 4.05, 247 Coward Street,
Mascot NSW 2020
Tel: 0416 237 074 Fax: (02) 9317 4514
Email: jingster@stxgroup.com.au

State Chairs
South Australia:
Neil Murphy
12 Ashley Ave, Ridgehaven 5097
Tel: (08) 8263 7686
Email: nmmurphy@internode.on.net

Queensland:
Sallie Strang
Strang International Pty. Ltd.
936 Nudgee Road,
Northgate
Queensland 4013
Tel: (07) 32678022
Mobile: 0412 604 842
Email: sstrang@stxgroup.com.au

Victoria:
Peter van Duyn
Deakin University
Level 8 BC (Burwood Corporate) Building
221 Burwood Highway, Burwood, Victoria
3125, Australia
+61 3 92468383 (ext 95809)
+61 (0) 419 370 332
E-mail peter.van-duyn@ichca.com

ICHCA AUSTRALIA LIMITED (IAL) PRIVACY POLICY
IAL’s Privacy Policy Details are available by contacting the National Secretary, Peter van Duyn, on e-mail
peter.van-duyn@ichca.com or telephone 0419 370 332.
Our Contact with You
If you do not wish to receive further copies of this newsletter please advise peter.van-duyn@ichca.com
and the distribution will be cancelled. If you wish to have it sent to other people in your organisation or
contacts in the cargo handling industry also please advise us.
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